Office buildings, new build. 08/2019

P1 purity class dust control at the construction
site of the new Helsinki Urban Environment House
Skanska is building a 40,000-square-meter Urban Environment House in Kalasatama,
Helsinki. The construction work follows the P1 purity class. The Consair CAMU D2 was
on site, taking care of the dustlessness of the masonry work.

P1 purity class building requires
systematic planning
iris Kuukasjärvi, Skanska's Logistics Area Manager, is also
responsible for cleanliness on site.

Logistics Area Manager Iiris Kuukasjärvi and
contract supervisor Vesa Liikanen, Skanska

Purity management is already taken into account in
scheduling. It is divided into six stages, three of which are
dusty and three are dustless. The color-coded schedule
and 3D model show the transition from one stage to
another, for example, the P1 interior construction stage
and the functional test phase. Tracking is real-time.
Purity management is always present on site, and attention
is paid to it at various stages through training sessions for
contractors.
The purpose of cleanliness management is to provide the
customer with a clean building, free of construction time
dust, which could spread into the indoor air. During the
construction period dust extraction with for example
source extraction devices prevents health hazards for
employees and maintains work efficiency.

The City of Helsinki building, completed by
07/2020, will provide planning, construction,
maintenance, building supervision and
environmental services.

Clean lungs, cleaner site. Simple as that.
consair.fi

Source extraction and negative pressure
together keep the site clean
Vesa Liikanen, Skanska's contract supervisor, is responsible
for the masonry work in the Urban Environment House - and
there is plenty of masonry to do in the seven gorgeous
arches. In total, about one million stones will be used in the
house.

Source extraction and negative
pressure units work together
The building has a lot of large open space, which poses its
own challenges in dust management by compartmentation,
negative pressure units and source extractors.
There are six Consair CAMU source extractors on site. In
particular, masons use CAMUs for dust management of
adhesive work, so dust does not spread indoors
unnecessarily.
In the P1 stage, mortar mixing in IV engine rooms is carried
out in mills, which requires pressurized tents, but in
addition, a mixing point with source extraction devices is
still in use.
Based on experience from CAMU, source extraction is
successful in dust control and users have been pleased with
it. In other words: as CAMU collects dust well, it does not
end up in the mason's lungs.

Dust control not only affects health
but also cleaning costs

Employees report that the site is significantly more dustfree thanks to CAMU. Being on the job site all day would
have more health risks if the dust control had not been
done.
The overall cleanliness of the site will also remain at a good
level when dust management is effective, as it will motivate
you to keep the site clean in general.

Consair CAMU D2in source extraction at masonry
work. Worker is Jani Valio, KJL Muuraus Oy.

When some of the dust is directly recovered, it also reduces
the cost of final cleaning.
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